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Romantic anime movies in english

Anime is an art form that covers a wide variety of genres. Because of the soft, dreamy quality anime can have, it's a great choice for describing great novels. Top-tier animation can work with excellent writing to attract you to exciting, heartbreaking and simply amazing novels. Japanese culture always had a deep sense of romance (if not
always the happy romantic) and it continued into modern anime. So cuddle up to your favorite drink in a cozy place with a soft blanket. Here are the top 10 Japanese romance anime movies!1. Dokyuzaj (classmates)Dokyevsi (classmates). Photo Credit: Amazon.comPosity Anime Romance tells the story of two very different high school
students as they grow up and meet each other. It's a simple story that follows the ups and downs of a high school romance, with a lot of drama you can expect from a yaoi genre of anime romance. The unique art style is a key element of what sets this film apart. It has a unique simplicity that appeals to many people, though this is unusual
for the genre. Watch this romance anime here.2. Kimmy No Na Wah (Your Name)Body Swap is one of the main prizes of anime and manga, often played for comedy. However, Kimmy No Na Wah uses it for romance. A country girl wants to live the life of a child in the vibrant metropolis of Tokyo, while a young man is tired of his insanely
busy life in the city. One morning, they wake up in bodies and each other's lives. Confused and curious by this mystery, they start looking for each other. The beautiful art and exciting writing led this film to win the 2016 LAFCA Animation Award and best animated film award in 2017 at the Minchi Film Awards. Strange, sweet, and even
sad, the story takes impressive twists. It is a must see for any fan of romance.3. Tamco Love Story looking for a romantic comedy? Tamco's Love Story is about two awkward high school students who finally confess their feelings. When a boy, Mochiso Uji, decides to leave for college, he also decides to confess his feelings to a muchlacking tamale. Local rivalries in a small town and a lot of heart have set up a touching love story filled with misunderstanding and very human embarrassment. It's a classic story that will surely warm your heart and make you laugh when you follow the mis-flaunting of two young men in love.4 Mimi Wu Somseva (The Heart Whisper) The
heart whisper comes from the legendary Ghibli Studio. Like all studio work, the animation is amazing. A boy and a girl continue to cross paths, with the boy seen working on the young writer's nerves. Over time, the two begin to get to know each other and their hopes and dreams. It's not as miathal as many of Studio Ghibli's other work,
but it's a very beautiful job nonetheless. It's a story many of us can relate to, a story about not only But also pursue your dreams and figure out what's important. Must see.5. Hotarubi no Mori e (Into the Light Forest of Fireflies)Translated as Into a Forest of Fireflies' Light, this film exploits Japanese folklore to tell a story of love and loss.
Jean is a forest spirit, while Hotaru is a young girl who, as a little boy, meets him when she is lost in the forest. Gene can't touch a man or he'll disappear. As Hotaru grew into a young woman, the pair came to fall in love after years of interaction. The story ends in tragedy, but there's a sweetness to bitterness. The beautiful animation helps
turn the story into an impressive experience.6. KazeTachinu (Rising Wind)Another film from studio Ghibli, this film is based on the real life of Jiro Horikoshi, who developed the zero fighter jet. Jiro is a man who has faced many struggles, first learned that his eyes prevented him from flying a plane, and then faced many challenges as an
aircraft engineer. Meanwhile, he meets and falls in love with a young girl he's met several times, a lady who has a tragedy of her own. It's a sweet but difficult story that will challenge viewers. Why don't you watch this popular anime now? Kotonoha no Niwa (The Word Garden)This dramatic love story is the story of two very different
people, a young cobbler and a mysterious woman. The two meet in the park with no idea who the other is. When identities are discovered and more things come to light, the story takes a turn for the almost tragic. This is a calm and beautiful drama, with many unique cultural quirks. It's an illustration of the park where the couple spend
most of their time is amazing, almost photorealistic, but all hand-painted. It's a very emotional and sentimental film, which makes it the perfect romance watch. Buy this romantic anime movie in English.8. Howell Not Ugoku Shiro (Howell's Moving Castle)Loosely based on a Western book of the same name by Diana Wyn Jones, this Ghibli
Movie Studio is one of the best known and most popular. The simple and responsible Sophie was overused by legendary and mysterious magician Howell, unfortunately attracting the attention of the jealous witch of the wilderness, who curses her, and turns her into an old woman. She's looking for a cure from Howell, but an unsuccessful
thebra is happening. This is a beautiful and fun movie, full of action and amazing characters. If you want to enjoy just over an hour in a fantastic world, be sure to watch Howell's Moving Castle!9. Zutto Mae Cara Suki Deshita: Kokuhaku Jikkou Iinkai (I've Always Liked You)This high school romance movie focuses on a set of friends who
have trouble telling their infatuation with their feelings. This is a very typical romantic comedy, full of teenage awkwardness and jealousy. It's a fun movie, with excellent art, perfect for a day inside in your pajamas.10. Toby Wu Kakru Shaw ( Who leapt through time)When Makoto discovers she can travel through time, she starts using her
powers to make her life easier and fix her problems, like chronic lateness and poor grades. However, when she finds out she finds our damaged others as well as that her jumps are limited, things start to change, especially with her male boyfriend Chiaki.Not all of this seems to be in this creative drama, though, and has won her many
awards. Whether you're looking for a big anime (romance or not) you should watch the girl who leapt through time.Tied to romance is undoubtedly one of the most popular anime sub-genres. The best romantic anime films explore topics such as love at first sight, heartbreak, youthful love, conflicts and longstanding love between adults.
Whether you're dreaming of a love story to sweep you off your feet or you've been living one, a good romantic anime movie is worth a try. Picture: facebook.com, @TheRomanticAnime (modified by the author)Source: UGCRomance can easily be merged with other sub-genres such as musical, action, psychological thrillers, science fiction.
This partly explains the many romantic-themed anime films available in modern daydreaming. What's the best romantic anime ever? Here's a look at the 15 best anime movies of all time to help you choose.15. The Heart Whisper (1995)Renowned animated artist Hayao Miyazaki wrote the screenplay for The Heart Whisper. The film
follows the story of a young girl who falls in love and learns how to believe in herself. The main character, Shizuko Tsukushima, is nearing graduation from middle school. She dreams of becoming a writer, which d'emanates her immense love of books. Picture: facebook.com, @WhisperoftheheartSource: UGCOne Day, Shizuku meets
Senji, an ambitious young man who manages to charm and still upset her at the same time. Around the same time, she meets Sanji's grandfather, an antique shop owner. Shizuko draws inspiration from a sculpture in the antique shop to write a story about a cat-shaped sculpture that comes to life. Director:Yoshifumi Condorting:
PGRelease Date: March 7, 2006Play time: 111 minStagram: Optimum Release14. Your Name (2017)The film directed by Makoto Shinkai, the creative mind behind such successful films as 5 inches per second and the voices of a distant star. The film tells the story of two young souls while exploring themes of fate and time. Taki high
school students and Mimtsa are complete strangers who live completely different lives. One day, they change places. Taki wakes up in Michosa's body and she's in his body. The strange occurrence occurs occasionally, and the two must learn how to live with it. Picture: facebook.com, @Yourname1810.netSource: UGCWith Time, they
start building contact through messages, comments, and imprints. They're looking for each other but always seem to be apart by Except for how far they're separated. Will their fate unite them or will the unknown forces distinguish them forever? Grade: PGDirector: Makoto ShinkaiWriter: Makoto ShinkaiRelease date: April 7, 2017Play
time: 106 minStagram: Funimation Films13. The Word Garden (2013)The Word Garden tells the story of a boy named Takao Azuki, who dreams of becoming a cobbler. No one seems to understand his ambition until he meets a seemingly distant girl who seems to be the only person who believes in him. Picture: facebook.com,
@shinkaikotonohaSource: UGCHowever, the girl must find a way to overcome the internal situations and prevent her from getting close to anyone. Grade: NRDirector: Makoto ShinkaiWriter: Makoto ShinkaiRelease Date: 6th August 2013 Launch time: 45 minutes12. 5 cm per second (2007)This is one of the most amazing romantic anime
films of all time. 5 cm per second tells the story of two friends who happened to break up and were reunited with absolute determination. As young classmates, Akari and Takaki were seemingly inseparable. However, after graduating from elementary school, their families stayed away, and the distance between the two best friends
increased. Picture: facebook.com, @5CentimetersPerSecondMioaSu5senchimetoruSource: UGCTakaki and Akari never thought they'd ever see each other again. One day, Takaki embarks on a quest to visit his old friend. The film tells the story from the perspective of the two friends, as well as from the perspective of those they meet
along the way. Grade: NRDirector: Makoto ShinkaiWriter: Makoto ShinkaiRelease Date: 3 March 2007Play time: 63 minStagram: CoMix Wave11. Silent Voice (2017) The film tells the emotional story of Shuya Ishida and Shuko Nishimia. The first was a bully at school while the latter was a beautiful young girl with hearing loss. Choco
moves to Ishida's school and soon finds herself troubled by her hearing problem. Years later, the tables turn, Vishida becomes a victim. Picture: facebook.com, @KoeNoKatachiASilentVoiceSource: UGCThe film depicts the challenges of adolescence in a different style compared to conventional coming-of-age films. Silent Voice is one of
the most punctured anime films of all time. It takes Prime- the girl who jumped in time (2007)A young girl discovers that she has the extraordinary ability to cross time and space. She uses her power to preserve the friendships she shares with those closest to her. Picture: facebook.com, @love.anime.music.boxSource:UGCThe film
explores the ever-changing nature of personal relationships in a completely new style and point of view. The Girl Who Leaped Through Time is a good romance anime movie especially for those who start in Genre. Rating: NRDirector: Mamoru HosodaWriter: Satoko Okudarhariz Date: 3 March 2007Play time: 98 minStapeed: Tokikake
Movie Partners9. From Up on Poppy Hill (2013) the film is set in Yokohama in 1963 and tells the story of a budding romance between Sean and Omi. The two are high school students caught up in changing times after the events of World War II. Japan is preparing to host the Olympics at a time when the country's younger generation is
struggling to find optimism and shake off the country's troubled history. Picture: facebook.com, @shuvospeakingSource: UGCAs Umi and Shun work to save a weak club from being destroyed, their romance begins to blossom. Yet in an unexpected twist, a secret from their past threatens to dismantle them forever. Rating: PGDirector:
Guru Miyazaki Correspondents: Keiko Niwa and Hayao Miyazaki,Release Date: 15 March 2013Play time: 91 minStagram: Independent Photos8. The Heart's Anthem (2015)The film was initially called Heart Wants To Scream before being changed to its current title. The heart anthem is set in Chichibo with the main story revolving around
John Neros, a young girl, in conflict. The main character always wants to express her true feeling, but ultimately offends others with the words she speaks. One day she comes across a fairy offering to make her problems go away. She's signing John's words so they can't be said. Picture: facebook.com, @theanthemoftheheartSource:
UGCThe Story then jumps a few years later at a time when John's life is changing after her encounter with true friendship and music. Grade: NRDirector: Tetsuyuki NagaiWriter: Marie OkadaRelease Date: 2015Play time: 119 minutes7. The Wind Rises (2014)The film tells the story of Jiro, a young boy with dreams of designing and flying
breathtaking planes. However, Jiro's myopia does not allow him to fly a plane. Discouraged, he joins an engineering firm and later becomes one of the world's most talented aircraft designers. Picture: facebook.com, @ThewindrisesmovieSource: UGCThe Rising Wind chronicles Jiro's life and the historical events that helped shape it, such
as the tuberculosis epidemic, the Great Depression, the Great Kanto earthquake. Over time, Jiro falls in love with a girl named Nahoko.Rating: PG-13Director: Hayao MiyazakiWriter: Hayao MiyazakiRelease date: February 21, 2014That: 126 minsStagram: Walt Disney Pictures6. Summer Wars (2010)Summer Wars tells the story of Kenji,
a young math prodigy recruited by his infatuation, Natsuki, to serve as her friend. He later receives a puzzle on his phone that defines a chain of events threatening Oz, a vast virtual world. Rating: PGDirector: Mamoru HosodaWriters: Satoko Okudara and Satuko Audra Release Date: 24th December 2010In time Run: 114 minStatus:
GKIDSWhile The English version of this romantic anime was In 2016, the original Japanese version was released in 1991. The film follows Tuco, a single woman who has lived in Tokyo throughout her life. She decides to visit her relatives in the village and lives her young memories. She remembers the frustrations of math and boys, the
beginning of adolescence and her first awakening of romance. Picture: facebook.com, @onlyyesterdaymovieSource: UGC When she's crazy, she's met by Toshio, a young, handsome farmer. Her encounter with him raises the question of whether she achieved her childhood dreams. It also brings back some of her forgotten throes. Just
yesterday is one of the best romantic anime of all time, especially in part due to its beautiful animation, evocative emotions, and rich humor. Grade: PGDirector: Isao TakahataWriter: Isao TakahataRelease date: 26th February 2016Play time: 118 minSta studio: GKIDS4. The Cat Returns (2002) The film tells the story of Harrow, a young
schoolgirl who rescues a cat on her way to school. She later discovers that the cat is quite unusual after introducing her to an unknown kingdom of cats. Picture: facebook.com, @ThecatreturnsmovieSource: UGCHaru learns more about the fascinating world of cats as she explores a world she never knew existed. The English version of
this romantic anime featured voices from Andy Richter, Anne Hathaway, and Elliot Gould. Rating: GDirector: Hiroyuki MoritaWriters: Raiko Yoshida, Donald H. Hewitt, and Cindy DavisRelease Date: 19 Jul 2002Tw: 75 minStory: Toho Company Ltd3. Castle in the Sky (1989)Castle in the Sky tells the story of a boy who encounters a
puzzling girl floating from the sky. The girl, known as Acacia, was pursued by government agents, army soldiers and pirates. The boy accompanies Acacia on a quest to establish her identity in a mysterious floating castle. Picture: facebook.com, @CastleintheskymovieSource: UGC Romance Anime in this film is not pronounced as in
some of the best romance anime films, but still provides a fantastic viewing experience. Rating: PGDirector: Hayao MiyazakiWriters: Hayao MiyazakiRelease Date: April 1, 1989Play time: 124 minStagram: Tokuma Shoten2. Bleese with you (2020)During the summer of his freshman year of college, Hodaka flees to Tokyo where he gets
pushed to his limit in terms of finances. He spends his days alone before getting a job as a writer for a mysterious occult magazine. Picture: facebook.com, @celebrationcinemaSource: UGCHe then encounters Hina, a girl with a unique ability to stop clear gloomy rain and sky. Grade: NRDirector: Makoto ShinkaiWriters: Makoto Shinkai
Release Date: 15th January 2020 Run time: 111 minutes1. Clynad (2007)Clynad tells the story of Okazaki Tomoya, a young boy who attends school only as usual. He is continually haunted by nightmares of an empty world, a world in which he exists only as just facebook.com, @CLANNAD. MovieSource: UGCOne Day, on the way to
school, is bumped into a girl named Furukawa Nagisa. She then starts following him to school every day. The two then become close friends who make Tomoya happy for his life once more. However, the nightmares he often gets can be more than just dreams. Rating: NRDirector: Osamu DezakiRelease date: September 15, 2007The
Hanel collection of the best romantic anime films, it's easy to choose one or more titles to watch on the binge over the weekend. Which movie is the most heartbreaking storyline? Captivating?
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